
Lithuania – Japan Business Forum and Food
business matchmaking event

March 4, 2024, 10:00-16:00 (door opens at 9:30)
Venue: Grand Nikko Tokyo Daiba, Royal Palace Hall, B1

Address: 2 Chome-6-1 Daiba, Minato City, Tokyo 135-8701

We are pleased to invite you to Lithuania – Japan Business Forum and Food business
matchmaking event, Tokyo, March 4, 2024

Theme: Enhancing sustainable food security. How can/does the Lithuanian-Japanese business
partnership contribute to global food security?

Language: English and Japanese (simultaneous interpretation provided)

Participants: 150 people

Registration: You are kindly invited to confirm your attendance to the Forum and
matchmaking event by February 27, 2024.

Contact: Mrs Kristina Mineikiene, Agricultural Attaché Kristina.Mineikiene@urm.lt

We do hope to see you at this exciting event, the LT-JP Food Business Forum, Tokyo 2024!

REGISTER HERE

Lithuanian companies attending

mailto:Kristina.Mineikiene@urm.lt
https://forms.gle/5WgMbrHBr5cyjfY28
https://www.subscribepage.com/lithuania_foodex


Lithuania-Japan Food Business Forum 2024

Enhancing sustainable food security. How can/does the
Lithuanian-Japanese business partnership contribute to global

food security? 

The Lithuania-Japan Food Business Forum on Food Security will be held on the 4th of
March 2024, introducing an inter-regional, business-centered platform for insightful
discussions on the promotion of secure food supply chains. The event will feature
compelling keynote speeches, a stimulating panel discussion, and a targeted b2b-
matchmaking event, celebrating the exciting Japanese-Lithuanian sustainable economic
partnership opportunities. 

In an era marked by unprecedented global challenges, the intersection of food security,
international collaboration, and sustainable business practices takes center stage.
Furthermore, taking into account the divergent geopolitical realities different regions
face, this dynamic conference offers a unique opportunity to contemplate and compare
the opportunities and risks emanating from the current global food security crises in
Asia and Europe. 
The Lithuania-Japan Food Business Forum is set to analyze the multifaceted aspects of
local and global food security issues. The upcoming panel discussion will specifically
address the perceptions of sustainability in food security within Lithuania, the European
Union, and Japan. What role do they see themselves playing in solving the global food
security crisis? How do corporate stakeholders from Lithuania and Japan view
sustainable food security? 

Diverse experts, including policymakers and business leaders from both Lithuania and
Japan, will converge to share their invaluable insights and visions. 

The Lithuania-Japan Food Business Forum on Food Security invites participants to join
hands in developing a roadmap towards a more secure, sustainable, and interconnected
global food future. 



PROGRAM
Enhancing sustainable food security. How can/does the

Lithuanian-Japanese business partnership contribute to global
food security? 

10:00-11:15 Food Business Forum Plenary  

10:05-10:15  Opening remarks:

Mr Kęstutis Navickas, Minister of Agriculture of
the Republic of Lithuania
TBC

 10:15-11:15 Keynote Speeches

 11:15-11:30 Coffee Break

 11:30-12:30 Forum Panel Discussion

12:30-13:30 Banquet Lunch

 14:00-16:00 B2B and Matchmaking


